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TYPE-&-RULE CASTER

ADJUSTMENTS

Adjustments are given in the order in which they are made

when assembling the Machine after it has been dismantled.

Type Carrier 9

Length of stroke

Position of stroke

Length and position of stroke (Display Type)

Type Pusher 16

Normal-wedge Locking Pin 19

Position of Locking Pin

MoLD-m,ADE Operating Rod 21

Length of stroke (Display Type)

Bridge 27

Carrying Frame
Relation of Centering Pin to the Matrix

Position of Centering Pin at bottom of stroke

Increased pressure on Centering Pin (Display Type)

Draw Rods (Matrix Holders) 36

Length of Rod

Pump 40

Pump-cam-lever Connecting Rod 41

Length of Rod

Pump-bell-crank Connecting Rod .43
Length of Rod

PuMP-TRip-TUBE Collar • I?

'

Nozzle
*

. 47

To make the Nozzle vertical

To center the Nozzle in the Mold

Piston 53
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Nozzle (Display Type) .

Wedg .yMat
m of Normal Wedg

Wedges-Cellular Matrices

Type Channel Blocks . . .

—Wedge Positions for Casting Sorts fi



TYPE-&-RULE CASTER
ADJUSTMENTS

THE Type-&-Rule Caster can be used to cast sorts

of any size from 5- to 36-point inclusive.

Sorts from 5- to 1 2-point are cast with standard compo-

sition Molds, and cellular Matrices held one at a time in a

special Matrix Holder. For casting type of these body

sizes the adjustments of the Type-&-Rule Caster are made

the same as the standard adjustments of the Composing

Machine when casting type in justified lines, and the stand-

ard Type Channel Blocks of the Composing Machine

To cast sorts larger than 1 2-point a tew changes in the

standard adjustments are made and the Display Matrices

and Molds are used. These Display Matrices are placed in

the Matrix Holder one at a time and a sufficient quantity

of each character is cast before changing the Matrix.

To cast type from the Display Molds it is necessary to

make changes from the standard adjustments for type of

smaller size (5- to 12-point).

First, the speed must be reduced; large type cannot be

cooled as rapidly as small, and must remain longer in the

Second, to handle large type the stroke of the Type Car-

rier must be increased.

Third, the fixed Type Channel Block must be replaced

by a special Type Channel Block to handle the large type.

Fourth, the stroke of the Mold Blade must be increased,

since the Mold must be capable of opening 36-points set-

Fifth, to furnish a greater volume of metal a greater Pump

capacity is required.
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Sixth, the pressure of the Centering Pin on the Matrix
must be increased, since the pressure of the metal acts on a

larger area in casting large type.

Seventh, a special holder for Display Matrices is required.

In this book the adjustment of the Machine for casting

type from 5- to 12-point is first given and then follows the

change in adjustments necessary to cast type larger than

12-point, that is, the Display Type.

Remember that in changing from casting small type to

casting large type (or the reverse) the Nozzle, Piston, fixed

Type Channel Block, and Matrix Holder must be

changed, and seven changes must be made in theadjustments

as follows: Type Carrier, Mold-blade Operating Rod,

Centering Pin, Pump-body Lifting Spring, Piston (two),

and Nozzle.

The adjustments in each case are first given in full detail

with illustrations that enable the novice to follow them

through with practically no assistance. These details are

followed by a concise summary of the vital points of the

adjustment from which the expert operator at a glance can

refresh his memory. Even the expert, however, will be in-

terested in, and in many cases benefit from reading the de-

tailed adjustments.

A clear comprehension of all these adjustments is an

essential qualification of a good operator.

The adjustments in this book are for the Type-&-Rule

Caster and are arranged in the order which the student

follows when assembling and adjusting the Machine, having

previously dismantled it. Adjustments for the Composing

Machine are published in a separate book.

All references to "right," "left," "front," and "rear" in

these adjustments assume the operator looking at the Ma-
chine from the front or galley side of the Machine where

he stands when operating.

TYPE CARRIER

The Type Carrier receives the type from the Mold and

carries the type to a point opposite the Type Channel so

that the type may be delivered through the Type Channel

to the Galley.

When the character has been cast and the Matrix Case

has lifted, and freed the type from the Matrix, the Type

Carrier moves to the right into position to receive the t5pe

just cast. The type is pushed into the Type Carrier by the

Mold Blade making a forward motion. The Type Carrier

then moves to the left and stops in proper position for the

Type Pusher to pass through it, pushing the type from the

Type Carrier into the Type Channel.
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TYPE CARRIER
Three Adjustments

First—length of stroke.

Second—position of stroke.

Third—length and position of stroke (Display Type).

Consider the first and second adjustments together since

changing one aiifects the other.

First and Second

Object: That the Type Carrier d20B, at the right of its

stroke, will be positioned to properly receive body size type

from the Mold without having the type strike the edge of

the type opening in the Type Carrier; and, at the left of

its stroke, the right edge of the type opening in the Type
Carrier will be opposite the left face of the standard fixed

Channel Block so that it will be positioned to properly

deliver the type to the t\ pe channel^hen the t\ pe is ejected

by the Type Pusher

\

PRELIMINARY

Remove the Mold See that the Pin 21B7 is through the

right hole of the Eye a21BS and the right hole of the C \M-

N a72E4. I

The Monotype Type-&-Rule Caster 11

procedure

Turn the Machine to 220 degrees in which position the

Type Carrier will be at the left.

Note : The slight additional movement to the left to cut

oflf the jet, is not included in the length of the stroke for
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from the Stand a36B3, as at (A). (For convenience in

marlsing, a piece of white paper may be stuck on the top

surface of the Type Carrier).

Turn the Machine to 65 degrees, in which position the

Type Carrier will be at the right, and, holding the scale

the same as before, again mark the Type Carrier exactly .

2" from the Stand a36B3, as at (B). •

The distance between the marks (A) and^XB) must be

RIGHT

If more than this, lower the

liJ^ENSlON a72E4; if less, raise

thWxTENSiON a72E4. Make new
marks on top of the Type Car-
rier, the same as before, and

tween them. Repeat this process

until the length of the stroke is

correct (2A").
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To lower the Extension a72E4 loosen the Bolt 72E3 and

Nut 72E6, and screw the Bolt 72E5 into the Extension

a72E4, drawing it down, (to raise the Extension a72E4,

screw out the Bolt 72E5) then tighten first the Nut 72E6

and then the Bolt 72E3.

See that the Extension a72E4 is not turned so that it

binds in the Eye a21BS.

Turn the Machine to 65 degrees, in which position the

Type Carrier will be at the right, and make the length of the

Rod 21 B such that the left face of the projections (C), at

the right of the opening in the Type Carrier (against which

the Type Clamp rests when not holding type) are at the

distance of l|i" from the right face of The "B" Pin Block.

To alter the length of the Rod 21B slack ofif the Nuts

21B2 and 21B6, and turn the Rod 21B into or out from its

Eyes 21B1 and a21B5, using a pin wrench in the hole (D)

near the right end of the Rod. Tighten the Nuts 21B2 and
- 21B6 and test to see that the adjustment holds. (The Rod
21B has right and left threads).
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LEFT

Note; When the Type Carrier is moved to its right posi-

Thlrd (Display Type)

Object: That the Type Carrier d20B will travel far

enough to the right to be able to receive the larger type.

Before starting this adjustment see that the Type Car-

rier is in standard adjustment with the Pin 21B7 in the

right hole (A) of the Eye a21BS and the Extension a72E4

(see adjustment above—First and Second).

•MPSj
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Change the Pin 21 B7 from the right hole (A) in the Eye

a21B5 and the Extension a72E4 to the left hole (B) in

these pieces. This correctly increases the length of the stroke

to receive the larger type and positions the left end of the

stroke of the Carrier }4" further to the right than on the

standard setting.

Summary: The travel of the Type Carrier is 2A" (''»« do^^

not include the slight additional movement to the left, vihich

cuts off the jet).

At the right of the stroke th(, left face of the projections

(C) is IW from the right face of the "B" Pin Block.

Display Type: Incre^e the length of the stroke of the Carrier

d20B by changing the Pin 21B7 from the right hole {A) in

the Eye 21B5 and the Extension a72E4 to the left hole (B).
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TYPE PUSHER

The Type Pusher pushes the type from the Type Car-
rier into the type channel and past the Latches ot the

Type Channel Blocks; the Latches then hold the type
and prevent it falling back into the Type Carrier.

.^QJ

TYPE PUSHER

One adjustment—position of stroke.

Object: To push the type from the Type Carrier and past

the retaining catches on the Latches of the Type Channel
Blocks, so that the type will not fall back into the Type
Carrier, and to withdraw before the Type Carrier starts

'^1

See that the Socket 78E is adjusted to fit on its Ball
Stud freely but without any looseness. To tighten, loosen

the Lock Nut 78E1 and turn in the Plug 78E2 using a pin

wrench; then tighten the Lock Nut 78E1, and test to s

that the adjustment holds.

Caution: In making this adjustment, hold the upper e

of the Type-pusher-cam Lever to the left to take up a
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lost motion and to have the Type Pusher under a condition

similar to the resistance met with when pushing type out of

the Type Carrier.

See that the prongs of the Type Pusher are straight, and

that the center prong enters the slots in the Latches of the

Type Channel Blocks.

Turn the Machine to 280 degrees, in which position the

Type Pusher is at the end of its forward movement. With

the Machine in this position alter the position of the Type
Pusher, by altering the length of the Rod 77E, until the

front end of the Type Pusher stands ^" in front of the

catch on the Latch a51F3 of the fixed Channel Block.

a5tF3

J-,,

o

-l

—

REAR

FRONT

cj o 0n
To alter the length of the Rod 77E, loosen the Lock Nut

77E4 and turn the Nut 77E3 further on or off from the Rod
77E; then tighten the Lock Nut 77E4 and test to see that

the adjustment holds.

Replace the Type Channel Block 50F (adjustable) and

fasten it with its Washer 50F7 and Wing Bolt aS0F6.

Summary: The front end of the Type Pusher at its extreme

forward position stands ^" in front of the catches on the

Latches of the Channel Blocks.
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NORMAL-WEDGE LOCKING PIN

The Normal-wedge Locking
Pin accurately positions and locks

in position the Normal Wedge at

all times except when raised by
hand by its Handle. It is necessary

to raise the Locking Pin by hand
to permit the Normal W:



NORMAL-WEDGE LOCKING PIN

One Adjustment—position.

Object: That the Locking Pin bl4B may remain seated

in the Normal Wedge, loclcing it accurately in position

except when raised by hand by the Handle al4B12.

PRELIMINARY

Turn the Machine until the Centering-pin Lever is at

the top of its stroke. See that the Normal Wedge c21D1 is

in place and loosen Nut 14B2 and Handle al4B12 until

they entirely clear the Abutment 14B10. While doing this,

move the Normal Wedge c21D1 slightly, back and forth

to make certain that the tooth on the lower end of the Lock-

ing Pin seats between teeth of the Normal Wedge and does

not ride on top of a tooth.

Caution: In tightening or loosening Nut 14B2 or Handle

al4B12, use a wrench on Nut 14B2 at the same time holding

the Handle al4B12 with the hand to prevent the Locking

Pin bl4B from turning, other-wise the Guide Screw which

goes in slot "A" at the front of the Pin may be sheared oflf.

procedure

Screw the Handle al4B12 down until it just touches the

Abutment 14B10, and then in addition turn \t H oi a turn

further. Tighten NuT 14B2.

Summary: With the Centering-Pin Lever at the top of its

stroke, loosen Handle al4B12 until it clears the Abutment

14B10, making sure that the Locking Pin is seated prop-

erly in the Normal Wedge, then turn down Handle al4B12

until it just touches the Abutment 14B10, and then in

addition, give it % of a turn further. Tighten the Nut 14B2.

Type-&-Rule Caster

MOLD-BLADE OPERATING ROD

The Mold-blade Operating Rod moves the Mold
Blade to the front and rear and holds it firmly at each end

of its stroke. On its forward stroke the Mold Blade pushes

the type from the Mold into the Type Carrier, and on its

stroke to the rear it properly sizes the opening in the Mold
for the next character to be cast

e Operating Rod is moved by a Bell
icillatcd about its Stud by means of a Rod

connected to the Mold-blade Cam Lever.

The Bell Crank on its forward stroke moves the Oper-

ating Rod until the Mold Blade strikes its stop. A con-

tinued movement of the Bell Crank compresses the two

Ejecting Springs, thus ensuring that the Mold Blade has

moved to its forward position and is being held there firmly.
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On the back stroke of the Bell Crank the Operating

Rod moves to the rear until the Mold Blade is stopped by

the Wedges and Abutment. A continued movement of the

Bell Crank to the rear compresses the Sizing Spring, en-

suring that the Mold Blade will be firmly held at the end

of its sizing stroke.

MOLD-BLADE OPERATING ROD
Three Adjustments

First—time of stroke.

Second—\eagth of stroke (5- to 12-point).

Third—Xftngth of stroke (Display Type).

First

Objects: That the Mold Blade will not move back to

casting position and clamp the Justification Wedges,

when set for the smallest space, until the Transfer Wedge,

which is moving to the left, has finished its stroke, and the

Normal Wedge is locked in position.

That the Mold Blade will eject the type from the Mold
into the Type Carrier before the Type Carrier starts to

move from its right hand position.

That the Mold Blade will be drawn to the rear and posi-

tioned for the largest size type before the Matrix seats on

the Mold, to avoid wear of the Matrices.

These objects will all be accomplished by making the com-

pression correct on the Sizing and Ejecting Springs.

For this adjustment any mold can be on the machine. The

Packing Piece 32C1 must be in position (see page 68) and

the wedges positioned to cast 123/^ set .1729 (see Wedge
Position Chart on Page 84.

Sockets 46E and 47E must be adj usted to fit on their Ball

Studs so that they move freely but without any looseness.

To adjust these Sockets, loosen the Nuts 45E1 and 45E2,

noting that one has a right hand thread and the other a left

hand thread. Remove the Rod 45E, turning it by means of

The Monotype Type-&-Rule Caster

a pin wrench inserted in the hole (A) provided for that pur-

pose. Loosen the Nuts 46E1 and 47E1, and turn the Plugs
46E2 and 47E2 in the Sockets 46E and 47E until they come
to bearing on their respective Ball Studs. Hold the Plugs
with a pin wrench and tighten the Nuts 46E1 and 47E1
with a spanner wrench. Test this adjustment, with the Nuts
tight, to make sure that the Sockets move freely but with-

Enter the Rod 45 E in the ends of both the Socket Plugs
46E2 and 47E2 at the same time. The Rod 45E has right

and left hand threads and care must be taken to make sure

that the right hand thread is entered in the Socket Plug
having the right hand thread, and similarly the left hand

thread is entered in the Socket Plug having the left hand-

thread. Be sure that the thread at each end of the Rod 45^ .

enters its respective Socket Plug at the same time, so that

when the Rod 4SE is screwed in place it will have an^qual
amount of thread in each Socket Plug.

When the Rod 45E is properly entered in the Socket
Plugs, give it several turns using a pin wrench in the hole

(A) provided.

lich position the
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and note the amount of compression on the Ejecting

Springs al6C2 and al6C17, as measured by the distance the

Abutment 16C3 moves away from the Sleeve al6Cl. Turn

the Rod 45E into, or out from, its Sockets until this distance

Tighten the Nuts 45E1 and 4SE2 and turn the Machine

to the 92 degree position again, to make sure that the ad-

justment holds, that is, that there is ^" compression with

all Nuts tight.

Next turn the Machine until the arm (B) of the Bell

Crank 41E is in its rear position, and note the compression

on the Sizing Spring 16C10 as measured by the distance the

Abutment 16C13 moves away from the Sleeve al6Cl.

The Monotype Type-&-Rule Caster 25

Alter the length of Rod 45E until the two measurements
are approximately equal; that is, the compression on the
Sizing and Ejecting Springs. Note, however, that the com-
pression on the Ejecting Springs al6C2 and al6C17 at end
of forward stroke, should be about ^".
To alter the length of the Rod 45E loosen the Lock Nuts

45E1 and 45E2 and turn the Rod 45E into or out from its
end Connections 46E2 and 47E2, using a pin wrench in the
hole (A) provided. Note that the Rod 45E has right and
left thread. Tighten the Lock Nuts 45E1 and 45E2.

Second

Object: To make the movement of the Mold Blade suit-
able for casting type 12)^ set and smaller.
When casting type .1729 (12H-set) or under, the stand-

ard settmg of the Lever b44E7 is with the Collar b44E9
between the upper end of the Lever b44E7and the Lever
a44h6, held in place by the Screw a44E8.

Third

Object: To allow the Mold Blade tc

to permit type 36-points wide to be c
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RIGHT— LEFT

Take out the Screw d44E8 troni the hole (A) in the LE^ er

a44E6 and remove the Collar b44E9. Place the Collar

b44E9' between the lower end of the Lever b44E7 and the

Wment 96E1, with the tongue of the Collar b44E9 to-

ward the ABUTMENT 96E1, and screw into the Ab"™ent

96E1 the Screw a44E8, fastening the Collar b44E9.

*' Summary: Make the compres-

sion on the Ejecting and S%zing

springs approximately equal.

The compression on the Ejecting

Spring should be about ^"

DISPLAY TYPE: Unscrew

the Screw a44E8 from the Lexer

a44E6, and screw it into the Abut-
^^^^ ^^ ^^

ment 96E1 placing the Collar.

b44E9. with the tongue extending toward the Abutment, t

the Lever b44E7 and the Abutment 96E1.

e Type-&-Rui

BRIDGE
The Bridge carries the Matrix Holder over the Mold,

It lowers and raises thu Matrix to and from the Mold, and
' s the Matrix accurately over the Mold opening,
g it firn

The I

\ pressu n the C\v
the t:)RA\\ Rod-

the Mold opening ancl the C
tions it. The Centering Pin
Holder and brings the Mat
Matrix seats on the Mold
dragged across the face of
exerted through the C

i HOI.DJ

ion the iMatrix over
Pin accurateh posi-

rs the hole in the IVIatrix
:o position just before the
that the Matrix is not
Mold. Pressure is then

'IN to hold the .M.iTRix in



First-C

Second—relat

Third—position of

Fourth—increased pr

BRIDGE

Four Adjustments

of tlie Centering Pin to the Matri

J at bottom of i

; on the Centering Pin

-^W First

Obiecl To insiiri ih it when the Centering P

al6t IS at the bottom of its stroke with the (

.'Wdinij the Ma.tri\ tii,ht on the Mou) the CARR-iiNG

Frame 4A will be stopped by the Guiili-ROD Stop Nuts

4A2 so that the Matrix Holder will be central in the guide

slots of the Si.it

Remove the Matrix Holder and the Mold from the

Machine. Be sure that the Bridge is screwed firmh- in place

(with no dirt between its "feet" and their bearings) and that

it is coupled with the Centering-pin Lever. See that the

place where the Mold rests on the Main Stand a36F,41 is

perfectly clean. See that the distance from the centerof the

Eye 2A3 to the top of the Bridge is 4^". To obtain this
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length loosen the Lock Nut 2A4 (lower) and turn the upper
Nut 2A4 up or down on the Rod 2A2, thus lengthening or
shortening the Rod 2A2; then tighten the lower Nut 2A4.

Slack ofif the Lock Nut 4A10 and the Adjusting Nut

is at the top of il .. ..___ _

Carrier has moved far enough to tfe left to be out o
way of the Gage. Insert the Adjus-»*g Gage 32A1 ii

Sliding Frame b9A, the same as a -Matrix Case i

serted, with the two "feet" toward the rear of the Mac

I'ush the Gage back as far as it will go.

Place three thicknesses of Controller Paper or three thick-

nesses of 16 lb. bond paper (approx. .0085") beneath each
"foot" of the Gage and turn the Machine to casting posi-

tion (220 degrees).
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Caithov Do not nio\e one Nut 4A.2 ven mncl

movnis) the olhti one (_orrebpondni8;l\

Screw down the Nuts 4^2 until the three thicknesses of

piper are fust held tighth under the feet ' of the Gage.

Tighten the Lock Nuts 4A3 and see that paper is still held

tightb

Remo\e the three thicknesses ot paper and insert in their

place-, under eath loot two thicknesses ot paijer. Turn

the MACiiiNt again to castinc, position (220 degrees) and

see that these two thicknesses ot ptpei pull from beneath

the leet ol the (,AGF without binding

In this adjustment three thicknesses ot paperare held tight,

but two thicknesses c in be pulled out

Turn the Machine to 7tro and remo\e the Gage 32A1.

Turn the Machine until the Csntering pin Lever al6K

IS at the top of its stroke if^
Turn the Nut 4A9 down until the FiH^ Stop 7A just

The Monotype Type-&-Rule Caster

5 Ireeh between the Gl
INGS 1 '\6

Tighten Lock \ut 4\10
holds

Disi

ird), but

\ M^i ;s are 7 p

Rods 4-\1 and the B

that the adjustment

all stj-le Molds and

:s thick (our

ICTRO DiSP . Mat

be placed between the Mai
that IS 6 points thick It mus
w hich are 7 points thick

IPS Thishneri;

and each Mat

Object: That the Centering Pin will seat squarely

cone hole of the Matrix just before the Matrix se;

the Mold.

Put the Mold on the Machine and insert the Matrix
Holder, with a Matrix in the Holder. Place one thickness

of paper between the Mold and the Matrix, and turn the

Machine until this paper can just be pulled from between

the Mold and the Matrix. Loosen the Extension a.SA6,

using a wren^ on the hexagon end next to 5A1 and a span-

ner wrench cifcSAl.
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Lever al6E; then tighten the Extension a5A6, and see

that the adjustment holds.'

Third

Object: That the Centering Pin may not go down too far

so as to strike against and injure the Mold Blade when the

Matrix Holder is out of the Machine.

Remove the Matrix Holder. Loosen the Nuts a5A7 and

i5.A8 and screw down Nut 5A7 a few turns to prevent the

:7entering Pin striking the Mold when the Machine is

lied. Then turn the ALachine to casting position (220

E Monotype Type-&-Rule Caster

Turn the Nut a5A7 up or down until there is 2 points

clearance between the top of the Mold and the point of the

Centering Pin. Tighten the Nut a5A8 and see that the

adjustment holds.

Fourth

Object: To hold the Matrix on the Mold.

When casting sorts 14 points or larger the sprinj

Dn the Centering Pin must be increased. Place

ILIARY Spring Xa36A between the A
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Summary: Make the distance from the center of the Bridge-

lever-fulcrum-rod Forked Eye 2A3 to the top of the Bridge

4\^". Using the Carrying-frame Adjusting Gage 32A

I

make three thicknesses of Controller Paper or three thick-

nessess of 16 lb. bond paper (approx. .0085") tight and

two thicknesses pull easily under each foot of it when ihe

Machine is in casting position.

With the Centering-pin Lever at the top of its stroke

adjust Nut 4A9 to permit the Fibre Stop 7A to just be

moved freely in and out.

Adjust the Nut 5A1 to give ^" clearance between it and

the Centering-pin Lever al6E when one thickness of paper

just pulls from between the Mold and the Matrix.

Adjust the Nut a5A7 so that when the Machine is in

casting position there will be 2 points clearance between the

Mold and the Centering Pin when the Matrix Holder is out.

Put on the Auxiliary Spring Xa36A to increase the

pressure on the Centering Pin when casting type 14-point

and larger.



DRAW ROD

One Adjustment—length of Rod.

Object: That the Matrix-holder
Positioner 34B1 will hold the Ma-
trix Holder as nearly as 'possible 1

the casting position, thus reducing tc

a minimum the work of the Center-

ing Pin in positioning the Matrices.

If Matrix Holder X40A for c

Matrices is used, the right hand notch

Rod 35B1 is used, to position the Hoi.Di

from Cellu
Rod a35Bl o

right and left.

^

If Matrix Holder X41A for Display Matrices is usee

the left hand notch in the Guide Rod a3SBl is used to pos

tion the Holder right and left (Rod 35B1 cannot be use
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it be used

If Matrix Holder X39A for Display Mai

the left hand notch in the Guide Rod 35B1 ii

tion the Holder right and left. (Rod a35Bl c

for this Holder).
„ , ,

The left hand notch on Rod a35Bl is .2" further to the

left than the left hand notch on the Rod 35B1.

There is no Draw Rod on the "C" side. Instead, there is

placed in a hole in the AiR-PiN Block, and through the

Cross-slide Extension, the Positioner a5C8, which holds

the Cross Slide c5C in the same fixed position front and

rear, for all the Matr

n the Machine, and the Mai

Loosen the Screw a9A3.

See that the Lock Pin 34B2 is in the o

Rod a35BL

Cautions: Do not let the Centering Pin seat in the cone-

hole of the Matrix Holder until the Draw Rod is approxi-

mately adjusted; otherwise the Centering Pin ma>- become
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Ma: :s the cc

r Matrix Holder for Display Matrices there
is a hole through the top of the Matrix Holder and the
cone-hole is in the Matrix-holder Slide. In making the
final adjustment of the Draw Rod there should be a Ma-
trix in the Matrix Holder. In the Matrix Holder for

single Cellular Matrices the cone-hole is in the Matrix
and a Matrix must be in the Matrix Holder.

procedure

Turn the Machine slowly until the lower end of the Cen-
tering Pin approaches the cone-hole of the Matrix Holder.
If the cone-hole is not directly under the Centering Pin
change the length of the Rod 9A1, turning it by means of a
pin wrench into or out from the Sliding Frame b9A, until

the cone-hole is directly under the Centering Pin.

^kr>f^^_
Continue to turn the Machine until the Centering Pin

seats in the cone-hole.

Turn the Rod 9A1 into or out from the Sliding Frame
b9A to obtain equal clearances between the end of the Rod
=ind the Positioner at (A), and the head of the Rod and the
Positioner at (B), when the Lock Pin 34B2 is ir

_5trO
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notch in the Rod a35Bl, or 35B1, depending upon the Ma-

trix Holder being used.
r r- , n

Test for this equal clearance with pieces of Controller

Paper or 16 lb. bond paper.
,• , ^

Tighten the Screw a93A, and see that the adjustment

holds.

Summary: To center the Matrix Holders use the Positioner

34B1 to position them right and left, being careful to use

the correct Guide Rod, and the correct notch, for each Ma-

trix Holder; and adjust the Draw Rod 9A1 to give equal

clearance each side in Positioner 34B1. Use Postttoner

a5C8 to position Matrix Holders front and rear.
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The Pump forces the metal into the Mold to form the
type. It consists, essentially, of the Pump Body and Piston
(working in the Pump Body), which are partly submerged
m the metal in the Melting Pot. The Piston makes a
stroke for every revolution of the Casting Machine unless
the Pump is locked by hand.
The Pump Lock lifts the Latch that uncouples the Con-

necting Rod between the Pump-cam Lever and the Pump
so that the Pump can not operate. The Pump Lock may be
operated by hand at any time.

When the Piston is at the top of its stroke in the position
of rest, the metal enters the Pump Body through the port
in Its right side; the size of the port opening is regulated b>-
the Pump-Body Regulating Screw.

After the Centering Pin has seated a Matrix on the
Mold and the Nozzle has seated in the Nozzle seat of the
Mold, the Piston descends, the Float Valve is forced
down from its seat and metal is forced up through the arm
of the Pump Body, through the Nozzle, and into the Mold
.under the pressure due to the Piston Spring.

As soon as the down stroke of the Piston stops, the Float
Valve, which is lighter than the type metal that surrounds
It, floats up to its seat, preventing the metal in the arm of
the Pump Body from flowing back into the Melting Pot as
the Piston rises again. This avoids the necessity of the Pis-
ton filling the arm of the Pump Body on every stroke.

It is desirable that enough metal should flow back from
the arm of the Pump Body to empty the Nozzle, thus avoid-
ing the possibility of the metal chilling and clogging the
Nozzle. The Float Valve is, therefore, provided with a
small hole in its bottom, which allows enough metal to flow
back through it to lower the level of the metal in the arm of
the Pump Body below the Nozzle.
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PUMP-CAM-LEVER CONNECTING ROD

One Adjustment—length of Rod.

Object: That the Latch 33H1, may be able, after it has

released the Lever 34H, to re-engage it again as soon as the

Collar 49D1 is moved from contact with the Latch 33H1.

preliminary

Release the Pump Trip, thereby moving the Collar 49D1
to the rear and awa\- from the Latch 33H1, leaving the

Latch 33H1 free to drop over Lever 34H to bring the Pump

Adjust the length of the Rod 68E so that, when the Ma-
chine is turned unti! the Lever 34H has pushed the Arm
a33H as far to the right as possible, and the Plunger a33H4
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LEFT RIGHT

is pressed against the Main Stand, the Plunger a33H4 will

show a compression of about ii". The Latch 33H1 will then

have dropped in place over the upper end of Lever 34H and

tlie Adjustment is correct.

The Rod 68E is provided with right and left threads.

To lengthen the Rod 68E, loosen the Lock Nuts 68E2

and 68E4 and turn the Rod 68E out of the Eyes 68El^and

68E3, using a pin wrench inserted in the hole (A) near the

center of the Rod; then tighten the Lock Nuts 68E2 and

68E4.

To shorten the Rod 68E, loosen the Lock Nuts 68E2 and

68E4 and turn the Rod 68E into the Eyes 68E1 and 68E3,

using a pin wrench as above; then tighten the Lock Nuts
68E2 and 68E4.

Summary: The length of the Rod 68E must be such that

spring of the Plunger a33H4 will be compressed c
' "

when the Lever 34H has pushed the Arm a33H
the right as possible.

Mi'

PUMP-BELL-CRANK CONNECTING ROD

One Adjustment - length of Rod.

^I^

Object: That the Bell Crank 21 H may clear the Swing-
frame Post a38H when at the end of its stroke to the right,

and clear the Main Stand a36E41 when at the end of its

stroke to the left, by equal distances.

Adjust the length of the Rod 22H to give equal clearances

t A and B, that is, at each end of the stroke of the Bell
;rank as described above.



The Rod 22H has right and left threads.

To'shorten the Rod 22H loosen the Lock Nuts 22H2
22H4 and turn the Rod 22H into the Eyes 22H1 and 22H3,

usingja pin wrench inserted in the hole (C) near the cente

the Rod; then tighten the Lock Nuts 22H2 and 22H4.

C 22H

of

LEFT BIGHT

To lengthen the Rod 22H loosen the Lock Nuts 22H2 and

22H4 and turn the Rod 22H out of the Eyes 22H1 and 22H3,

using a pin wrench as above; then tighten the Lock Nuts
22H2 and 22H4.

Summary: The length of the Rod 22H must be such as to give

equal clearance for the upper arm of the Bell Crank 21H
at each end of its stroke.

PUMP-TRIP-TUBE COLLAR
One Adjustment- position of Collar.

LX.
Object: That the Collar 49D1 may be moved forward

the proper amount to engage the L.atcii 33H1, when the
Pump is locked b>- hand.

^^^
Turn the Pump-trip Handle a35H12 to the left, iclcasui:

it from the Stud a31F7, and push it back as far as possibl

to insure that the Spring 50D has moved the Tube a49D al
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theTuBEa49D,is!2" (about

2 points) to the rear of the

Latch 33H1. Tighten the

Set Screw 49D2 and see

that the adjustment holds. FRONT-" =REAR

Summary : With the Pump-trip-IIandle a35H12 released and

pushed to the rear as far as possible, and the Pump-rocker-

arm Latch 33H1 as far to the right as it will go, adjust the

Collar 49D1 on the Tube a49D to stand ^" {about 2 points)

to the rear of the Latch 33111.

,R FRONT (I
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NOZZLE

Two Adjustments

First—to insure that the axis of the Nozzle is in a vi

Second— R Moi

Object: That the axis of the Nozzle 14H when entered in

the IVIoLD opening will be perpendicular to the Mold (A),

and coincide with the axis of the conical opening in the Mold
so that there will be a tight joint between the Mold and the

Nozzle.

Remove the Bridge, the Mold, the Pump Piston, the

Nozzle and the Type Carrier. (If the Type Carrier is not

removed and the Machine should be turned, the Type
Carrier will strike the Squaring Pin and cause (damage).

Raise the Melting Pot into position and, with the Pump
Trip released, turn the Machine to 220 degrees, bringing

the Pump up into casting position.
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Screw the Xozzle-squaring Pin 15H into the Pump ir

place of the Nozzle.
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Loosen the XuT 28H5 and move

the Nut 28H4 up or down on the

Rod a28H until the Squaring Pin

15H is square with the top of the

Main Stand. Test this to right and

left with a square resting on the top

surface of the Main Stand. Tighten

the Lock Nut 28H5 and test again

with the square, to see that the ad-

justment holds.

Note : The Pin will stand square,

front and rear, unless the Pump
Body or its Lifting Lever 2,5H arc

badly worn, in which case thev

should be renewed.

Remove the Squaring Pin 15H.

Second
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Screw the Nozzle 14H in place. Replace the Mold with
the Cross Block removed.

Caution: Sec that the Pump Piston is removed to avoid
any possibiHty of a "squirt" of hot metal.

Lower the Melting Pot and loosen the two Nuts al2H10
which hold the Pot to the Swing Frame (the figure shows a

view of the bottom of the Swing Frame).

Caution: The Stud 12H8 should never

hole in which it is located, is large enough
movement for this adjustment.

Loosen the two Screws a37H10
and the Screw a37H9. Place a pack-

ing between the top Operating Rod
Nut 28H4 and the Operating-rod
Lever 29H so that when the Pump
is raised the Nozzle will stand about

ye" below its position for contact

with the Mold. Raise the Melting
Pot into position. With the Pump
Trip released slowly turn the Ma-
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By moving the Pump, on its supports inside the Pot, to

the right and left, and to the front and rear (using a large

screw driver as a lever) the Nozzle can be seen to move
slightly to one side or the other of the conical hole in the

Mold Base. The position of the Pot must be adjusted so

that this slight movement of the Nozzle is equal in each

direction from the center of the conical hole in the Mold
Base.

To approximately center the Nozzle 14H, move the

Metal-pot Casing on the Swing Frame by means of a large

screw driver used as a lever. Tighten the front Nut al2H10.

Lower the Pot, tighten the rear Nut al2H10 and bring the

Screws a37H10 and the Screw a37H9 up to bearing.

Test the adjustment and, if necessary, make further ad-

justment by means of the two Screws a37H10 and the

Screw a37H9, first slacking off the two Nuts al2H10.

To move the Nozzle to the left, slack oflf equally the

Screws a37H10 and turn the Screw a37H9 into bearing.

To move the Nozzle to the right,

turn the Screw a37H9 out and turn

equally the Screws a37H 10 to bear-

ing against the lug (C) on the Pot.

To move the Nozzle to the rear,

slack ofT the rear Screw a3 7H 1 and

tighten the front Screw a37H10.

To move the Nozzle to the front,

slack ofif the front Screw a37H10 '

and tighten the rear Screw a37H10.

When the Nozzle is centered

tighten theNuTsal2H10and be sure

that the Screws a37H9and a37H10
have been all brought up to bearing.

Remove the packing piece from

between the NuT 28H4 and Lever
29H.

312HI0
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Summary: With the Machine in

casting position with the Bridge,

the Mold, the Pump Piston, the

Nozzle, {and the Type Carrier if

desired) removed, and the Nozzle

Squaring Pin 15H in the place

of the Nozzle, adjust the position

of the Nut 2SH4 so that the

Squaring Pin stands perpendic-

ular to the top of the Main Stand.

With the Machine in casting posi-

tion, with the Bridge, and the Pump
Piston removed, the Mold in position

but with the Cross Block removed, ad-

just the position of the Melting Pot

by means ofthe two Set Screws a37H10
and the Set Screw a37II9, so that the

Nozzle enters the cone hole in the Mold
without drag. The Nuts alZHlO must

be loosened to make the adjustment

and tightened afterward.

PISTON

Two Adjustments

fjCS^—position or PuMP-BO%-SPRr
Stop 31H8. T

Second: position of Pump-bj)dy-

SPRING-ROD Stop Nut 31H13.

Both adji

sidered together since chang-

ing one affects the other.
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Object: That the Piston 17H niav be c

against the Pump-body Stop 23H2 at all ti

the Nozzle is in contact with the Mold.

Raise the Melting Pot into position. Slacli off the two

Nuts 31H13. Loosen the Nut 31H9, and screw down the

Stop 31H8. With the Pump Trip released, and the Pump in

action turn the Machine to 218 degrees, in which position

the Cross-head al9H3 ceases to rise and remains stationary

for about 4 degrees.

The Monotype Type-&-Rule Caster ^fe|

.•\t this point be sure there is A" or more clearance between

the bottom of the Piston Lever alSH and the top of the

PuMP-BODY-OPERATiNG-ROD Lever 29H. If there is less than

^" clearance loosen the upper Pump-body-operating-ROD

Lock Nut 28H5 and back off the Nut 28H4 until A" clear-

ance is obtained (see next adjustment Pump-body Oper-

ating Rod). See that the Nuts 31H13 clear the Post a38H.

procedure

Screw up the Stop 31H8 until it just touches the Cross-

head al9H3. Then screw it about M turn further, until the

Pin 32H1 stands in the center of the hole in the Levei

.1 put about ii" compressi

and is indicated by the fact that the Pin 32H1

volved freely with the fingers.

Tighten the Stop Nut 31H9.

a the Spring 32H4,
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With the fingers screw the upper Nut 31H13 just up to

bearing against the Swing-frame Post a38H and lock it

with the lower Nut 31H13.

Summary : With the Melting Pot raised into position, the Ma-

chine at 218 degrees and the Pump in action, the Stop

31HS is screwed up against the Crosshead al9H3 until the

Link Pin 32111 is central in its hole in the Lever 18H and

can be resolved freely by the fingers. Tighten the Lock Nut

31H9. Bring the upper Nut 311113 just up to bearing on

the Swing-Frame Post a38H and tighten it with the fin-

gershnly; then lock it with the lower Nut 311113.

PUMP-BODY OPERATING ROD

One Adjustment—position of the Ope

Object: That the Nozzle will not leave the Mold
until the Piston isclamped at the tog of its stroke.

IP and w ith the Pump in action turn

the Machine to 218 degrees, in

which position the Cross-head
al9H3 ceases to rise and remains

stationary for about 4 degrees.

Place theleft end of theLEVER29H
in one of the notches in the Lever

al8H, in the front notch if a IK

Mold is on the Machine, and in the

2Eor3EMoLDisonthe
MA.C 1 (These positi

1 ignatedonth e Leve R al8H by one

little tit over the fro t notch for IE

f
MoLD^, and wo litt e tits over the

r 2E or 3E Molds).

lecth madelo either notch will hold

« hen operatin ^ the Le ver 29H must

t notch accord ng to t te Mold used.
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Loosen the XuT 28H5 and adjust the XuT 28H4 on the

Rod a28H until there is ^" clearance between the top of the

Lever 29H and the Lever alSH. Tighten the Lock Nut
28H5, and see that the adjustment holds.

Summary: With the Machine at 218 degrees, the Pump in

action, and the Lever 29H in the front notch in the Lever

alSHfor the IE Mold or the rear notch for the 2E or 3E
Mold, adjust the Nuts 28H4 and 28H5 to give A" dear-

ance between the Lever 2911 and the Lever alSH.
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PISTON SPRING

One Adjustment—compression.

Object: That the Piston may exert sufl

forcing the metal into the Mold to insure

Note: Do not test this setting until all o

ments are completed.

Screw down the Nut 20H5 on the Rod 20H1 to increase

the pressure of the Spring 20H.

This additional spring pressure, applied as the Piston

wears, compensates for the loss of metal which leaks past the

Piston. For running cellular matrices when the Piston

is not worn, the Rod 20H1 usually sticks out of the Nut
about 34"; for running Display, or with a worn Piston, the

Rod may stick out above the Nut an inch or more.
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NOZZLE and PISTON (Display Type)

One Adjustment—to obtain a greater volume of metal.

e the standard Piston 17H and the standard N02

Put the display Nozzle al4H2 and the display Piston

al7H5 in place of the standard Nozzle and Piston, and

open the port in the Pump as may be required to cast perfect

type.

Xote: The display Nozzle al4H2 has the same size hole •

through its entire length—drilled with a No. 30 drill. The
display Piston is 3^" shorter than the standard Piston.

Summary: Adjust the Pump correctly for casting regular

composition. Substitute display Piston al7H5 and Nozzle

al4H2for the standard Piston 17Hand Nozzle 14H. Open

the port in the Pump Body as required.

PUMP-BODY LIFTING SPRING (Display Type)

Connect the Pump-body Lifting Spring

Swing Frame a37H bv hooking the upper hole

Plate a27H2 over the Stud 37H6 .

instead of the lower hole.

Summary: Connect the Spring 27

H

to the Swing Framea37Hbythe upper
hole in the Plate a27H2.
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PISTON (Display Type)

Two Adjustments

First—increased length of stroke.

Second—increased compression of Piston Sprin

First

Object: To give the Piston a longer stroke.

Swing the Stop Block 63H1 into position to engage the

Spring Rod 31H1, interposing it between the Swing-frame
Post a38H and the Stop Nut 31H13.

Object:To quicken the acti

of the Piston by delaying

action while spring pressui

Turn down the Plate 60H3
so that the Latch 57H1 will

engage the Abutment Plate
58H2 and turn the Machine
until the CROSSHEADal9H3 is

at the bottom of its stroke.

Loosen the Lock Nut over the

Nut 62H4.



T 62H4 so that the Latch 57H1 will drop

o engage the Abutment Plate 58H2
n tighten its Lock Nut.

Display Type Summary: Swing the Stop Block 63111 into

position interposing it between the Swing-frame Post 38H
and the upper Stop Nut 31H13.

Turn down the Plate 60113 so that the Latch 57H1 will

engage its Abutment Plate 58112 and note that the clearance

between the Latch 57HI and the Abutment Plate 58H2 is

not more than ^" when the Crosshead al9H3 is at the

bottom of its stroke.

NOZZLE (Display Type)

One Adjustment—to regulate the time

to remain in contact with the Mold.

Have a display Mold and Nozzle on the Machlne. Turn
the Machine until the Crosshead al9H3 has moved up so

that the clearance between it and the arms of the Latch
S7H1 is ^".

Swing the Lever 29H as far to the rear

adjust the Nut 28H4 so that the Pump-b
ROD Lever 29H clears the Piston Lever al8H by



Loosen the Nuts al9H7 and al9H6.

Turn the Stud al9H5 until there is A" clearanc

it and the Lexer 29H Tighten the Nuts al9H6 ai

and see that the adjustment holds.

Display Type Summary: Turn the Pump-body-operaHng-rod

Lever Z9H to the rear and when the Crosshead al9H3 is

^" from the arms of the Latch 57HI ,
adjust the Nut 28H4

to give ^" clearance 57 1^,

between Lever 29H
and Lever al8H,

then adjust the Stud

al9H5 so that there

is a clearance of ^"
between it and the

Lever29H.The Lev-
er 29H must clear

theLeverlSHby^"
when this adjust-

ment is being made.

MOLD-BLADE SHIFTER

The Mold-blade Shifter operates the Latch of the up-

per Mold Blade of the Styles IE, 2E or 3E Molds. It is

necessary to move the Mold-blade Shifter by hand to its

front or rear position according as it is desired to cast type,

high quads, and spaces or to cast low quads, and spaces.

Two Adjustments

fi»-5(—position for casting type ^ ^^^^
and high quads and spaces

Second—position for casting low

quads and spaces.

Object: To cast type and high

quads and spaces with Styles IE and

2E Molds.

procedure

To cast type and high quads and

spaces push forward on the Exten-

sion 26C2, against the Spring

26C5, until the rear end of the Latch

26C6 rests against the front face of

the Pin-block Cover Plate 29C1.

Pushing the Extension 26C2 for-

ward rotates the Bell Crank 28C1

about the Stud a24C6 thus releasing

the Bell Crank 87E1, the left end

of which, through the action of the

Spring 87E7, is drawn to the rear

and away from contact with the

Latch of the upper Mold Blade,

releasing the Latch and allowing

the upper Mold Blade to operate

with the lower Mold Blade, causing

type or high quads and spaKeg to

be cast. ,*•-
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Note Whe in the above positi nthc re should be a cl -ar-

the front end of th Bell Crank 28C1 ind

the rear end of the Bel L Crank 87E1. (See page 65).

Second

Objec Toe ist low q ads and spaces with Styles IK 2E

or 3E Molds.

PROCEDURE fflr26C2

To c

)d

push forward

26C2 and at the same time raise tne

rear end of the Latch 26C6, then let

the Spring 26C5 move the Exten-

sion 26C2 to the rear allowing the

Latch 26C6 to rest on the top of the

Pin-block Cover Plate 29CL
This movement of the Extension

26C2 to the rear causes the Bell
Crank 28C1 to rotate about the

Stud a24C6 engaging the Bell
Crank 87E1 and rotating this Bell
Crank 87E1 so that its left end will

move forward to rest against the

Latch of the upper Mold Blade.

This holds the upper Mold Blade
itly in its forward position

ises low quads and spaces to

f

WEDGES-DISPLAY MATRICES

The Wedges by their position fix the set-size of the char-

acter or space to be cast. It is necessary to move the Wedges

by hand to a predetermined position to obtain the set-size

desired.

LEFT

Two Adjustments

Second—positionmg the J

First

le Normal Wedge to the required pi

,:s';



The Normal Wedge can then be moved, with the hand,

;o that the mark on the left end of its Handle a21D5 will be

jpposite the required graduation on the Plate 67D1.

Display Matrices are marked with figures, beneath the

iracter, indicating the setting of the Wedges. The first

mber beneath the character indicates the position of the

Normal Wedge, as shown in the cut this is 10. When this

number is preceded by an asterisk the Packing Piece 32C1

must be put in place between the rear end of the Mold Blade

and the Mold-blade-abutment-slide Adjusting Screw

bl4Cl.

When the Normal Wedge is positioned correctlj- release

the Handle al4B12 thus allowing the Normal-wedge
Locking Pin to lock the Normal Wedge in the required

position. The Wedge cannot be moved from this position

unless the Normal-wedge Locking Pin is lifted out from it.

I

Second

TheJusTi
its left edge .

66DL
jinciding with the No. 8 gradua

with the
imposition the JifSTincATioN Wedge ;

to^th a^ move it so that its left end will

required graduation on the^PLATE 66DL ''

Display Matrices are nfSrked with figures, beneath the

= character, indicating the setting of the Wedges. The second

number beneath the character indicates the position of the

JusTiHCATiON Wedge allDl , as shown in the cut this is 5.

• (The figures above i\ character 36—63, indicate that thr

ir 36-pointr series 63).

it setting of the Speed Regulating Dei

3 the Matrix marking 10—5 may be read froii?

L\TE|4^he Speed Regulating Attachme^.

Mai
Then

is

responding

the Index

\
V ^' %.
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Summary: Lift Handle al4B12 and move the Normal Wedge

to position on Plate 67D1 shown by lower left number on

Matrix. Keep Wedge lOD in No. 8 position and move

Wedge allDl to position on Plate 66D1 shown by lower

right number on Matrix. If lower left number on Matrix ts

starred use Packing Piece 32C1.

Line standard- s iT^tr,.
1£.lOD IID

il.," -. 5

fj:;!- <;

JaK.>xSl-ig..r,-« 9

Sb<Il.knp<l."yl,n 1(

Zff 11

FLl'.i- 12

\B(.E()QTVitv> 11!

10

10

8 61

7i 6i

8 5J

7i 5i

8 4i

71 4i

1\ 2

.0698

.0762

.0827

.0890

.0955

TYPE CHANNEL BLOCKS

For casting type 12-point and smaller the standard com-

position Type Channel Blocks XaSOF (adjug^le) and

Xa5lF (fixed) are used.

To accommodate the larger tj-pe, and beca'

change in the position of the stroke of the TypeT
replace the fixed Channel Block Xa51F with the fixed

Channel Block Xa51F14, using with it the Screw 51F5

which is furriishigd as part of XaSlF. The adjustable Chan-

nel Block XaSOF is not changed.

The fixed Channel Block Xa51F14 (for type larger than

12-point) has a smooth face against which the type bears;

whereas the fixed Channel Block XaSlF (for type 12-point

and smaller) has on its face a rib to fit in the nick of the type.
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SPEED REGULATING ATTACHMENT

t provides changes in

'pe of the larger point-

e to cool than do the

smaller sizes and this Attachment enables the Casting Ma-
chine to be operated at the maximum economical speed for

each size of type.

Four Adji

First—position of Belt Shikter Operating Bar a97E2.

5fcon(i—position of notch in Clutch-shifter-plate Lev-

er al05E7 in relation to the lug on the Belt-shifter Ring
b5E3.

Third—length of Clutch Control Operatinc; Rod
102E1,

Fourth—length of Interlocking-lever Operating Rod
bl09E7.
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Object: That the Belt will be moved onto the tight I^u

LEY' when the Tumbler 133E1 is in its No. 4 position ati

the Starting-b.ar Handle 169E2 is pushed to the rear i

preliminary

Put the Tumbler 133E1 in its No.

4 position and loosen the Clamp Screw

Move the Bracket IflOEi, torwird oi backward, uni

the face of the shoulder on the riat end ol the ()prR^Tl>

Bar a97E2 stands A" in front ot the t « c ot the leds-e aero

the notch in the upper end ot the RI^G bSl-3 then titihte

the Clamp Screw 10()E3, anel see th it the adjust .Ids.

IK
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Turn the Nut 122E15 up, or down, until therejs ^" clear-

ance between the lug on the bottom of the Ring b5E3 and

the bottom of the notch in the Lever al05E7; then tighten

the Nut 122E16, and see that the adjustment holds.

I!
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Third

Object: That the Bei.t-shieter Operating Bar a97E2
will not bind on the Belt-

it the Tumbler 133E1 in its No. 4

ion. See that the Starting-bar

DLE 169E2 is all the way to the

:. Loosen the Nut 102E3.

Screw the Rod 102E1 into, or out

am its Eye 102E2 until there is ^"
_ sarance between the under face of

(5) L-, the notch in the rear end of the Bar
^ '^ a97E2 and the bottom of the slot in

the Ring b5E3; then tighten the Nut
102E3, and see that the adjustment

holds.

—FRONT

REAR -FRONT



either the In

/ER 108E1 no

the Operating Rod bl09E:

f

al09E2 or., „. „..,

the Rod bl09E7
until there is ^"

clearance between the Rod bl09E7 and the Operating

Bar a97E2 when the parts are reassembled. Test this clear-

ance by connecting the Rod bl09E7 to the Lever 108E1,

and moving it up and down to see that there is tr" play
:
then

tighten the Nut 109E5, and see that the adjustment holds.

The Monotype Type-&-Rule Ca«

Test this adjustment, with the Tumbler 133E1 in its .\'o.

1, 2, and 3 positions and the Quadrant Handle 129E4 in

each of its three positions, A, B, and C. If for any of these

positions the clearance is less than j^" readjust the Eye

al09E2 on the Rod bl09E7 to give that clearance for the

closest position. .

Summary: With the Tumbler 133E1 in its No. 4 position and

the Starting-bar Handle 169E2 all the way to the front, ad-

just the Bracket 100E2

so that the fa '
"

shoulder on th

of the Opera

a97E2 stands 3%" tn

front of the face of the

ledge across the notch in

the upper end of the Ring

b5E3.
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lug on the bottom of the Ring b53E and the bottom of the

notch in the Lever al05E7.

With the Tumbler 133E1 in its No. 4 position, with the

Starting-bar Handle 169E2 all the way to the front, adjust

the Rod 102E1 to give ^" clearance between the under face

of the notch in the Operating Bara97E2 and the bottom of

the slot in the Ring b5E3.

i
REAR FRONT
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With the Starting-bar Handle 169E2 pushed to the rear,

screw the Eye al09E2 on or off the Rod bl09E7 to give -h"

clearance between this Rod bl09E7 and the Operating Bar

a97E2.

Jk
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5 to 12 POINT MATRIX CASE
POSITIONING ATTACHMENT

achnient is designed to provide ;

! standard composition Matrix C

ister for casting sorts. The ne<

ns for using

n the Type-

this Attachment—Draw
Rod 9A1 and Draw Rod bSCl. The procedure as shown on
page 36 is followed for adjustment of both Draw Rods.

INCREASED PRESSURE ATTACHMENT
This Attachment (see Parts List) is designed to incr

the pressure of the metal going into the Mold, in orde
cast a more solid product with a better face on larger !

of type.

PISTON SPRING
One Adjustment—Compression

Object: That the double Piston Spring Xa20H9 n

increased pressure on the Piston.

enough to produce.Screw down Knurled Nut a20H12 ju

the quality of type desired. The am'
required depends upon the type body and face being c

and normal wear on Pump Body and Piston.*

Centering-Pin Loading Lever

Object: That the Centering-Pin Loading Lever
enough pressure so that the Matrix will not be n
the Mold b\' the increased pressure of the t\pe n

,1.

is Attachment includes the Pump Body X23H9 and
1 X17H7 (Irj"). The Attachment may, however, be
with Standard Pump Body and Piston with equally

To insure positive ejection of type from the mold, more
particularly on 3U Cored Molds a heavier Spring al6C21 is

supplied. This Spring replaces the long Spring al6C2 and
Short Spring al6C17. Adjustments are made as shown on
page 22.

After the Bridge Settings are correctly made, the Center-
ing Pin Loading Lever X275E may be applied as shown in

the illustration. This is held in place onlv bv the Bridge Lever
Link Pin Xa3.'\2.
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Adjust the Centering Pin Loading Lever by means of the

two nuts 275E5 and 275X6 on its left end so that when the

Centering Pin Lever is at the bottom of its stroke there is

approximately the same amount of compression on the

Spring in the left end of this Lever as there is between the

Centering Pin Lever and the adjusting nut 5A1 on the upper

end of the Centering Pin. This coftipression will be about

^". After making this adjustment, be sure there is clearance

between the upper end of the Centering Pin Extension and

the right end of the Centering Pin Loading Lever when the

Centering Pin Lever is at the top of its stroke. This clearance

should be about A" although more clearance will be all right.

An Adjusting Screw a275E8 and Lock Nut a275E9, not

shown in the illustration, have been added in the bottom of

the Plunger a275E3. These are adjusted to take up any

variation in the parts so that when Nuts 275E5 and 275E6

are adjusted, the Plunger a275E3 will be about half way out

from its hole in the Lever. The adjustment of this Adjusting

Screw and of the Nuts 275E5 and 275E6 should be made

together, since changing one affects the adjustment of the

•
ll I. If ll . If If

r
Ih

L AmJ^r'sSiirf'^Lt^ aljuBliS
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Monotype Display Type Wedge Positions for Casting

Type Bodies 2y4 to 36 Points in Width

Width Width

PomtB
1

Incte Ijlij
Width

1

Width

IniL IpoTnt, pimt» InL IJ It
W_dth

?kt.

t

i:|
1

1

!

•n!

1

II

1

6

1
1

1

1

<

1'

Ponte'S 31,'A ili>4 37 37k 37M 37^4 !8 38i4 sm 38« 39.

I.cliM 5015 5040 5084 5118 5153 5188 5222 5257 5291 5326 6360 o395

Not. To obtam the width m iiichM of an, eighth point «.e subtract 0017 from the next larger

'4
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